One day workshop on

"Repetitive OISD audit observations" and "case studies of recent incidents of repetitive nature" at OISD Noida on 03-03-2017

One day workshop on Terminal operations was organized by OISD at Board Room of OIDB, Noida on 03-03-2017 involving 38 executives from HSE and M&R role holders of Oil Marketing Company’s POL locations PAN India.

The workshop was inaugurated by ED, OISD who in his keynote address stressed the importance of safety by quoting example of a live case highlighting the underline message of safety through one specific advertisement of M/S Ceat tyre. During the address he also expressed deep concern about the repetitive nature of incidents resulting in fatalities at one of the OMC locations recently. He also shared the current status of implementation of various OISD recommendations including M B Lal recommendations based on the outcome of OISD Audit. Furthermore he has also advised all to be more alert, so that such incidents will not happen in the future.

In this workshop following topics were covered:

- Deviation / discrepancies observed during audit w.r.t. statutory norms e.g. EC norms, PESO requirement, consent to establish (CTE), consent to operate (CTO), Hazardous Waste, Air & Water consent, CEA regulation. Implementation/functionality of MBLCR across industry.
- Deviation on documents, standard operating procedures, shortcomings about various provisions of OISD standard.
- Various code of international practices followed for best maintenance of plant equipment including documentations.
- integrated Terminal Automation System including various logics adopted to achieve highest integrity of automation system for ensuring safe operation. Case studies.
- Various safety devices fitted in tank tucks like

(I) Overturning    (II) Speed governor    (III) Crash proof cabin    (IV) Integrated spark arrester    (V) Design of chassis and engines confirming to latest BSIV standard etc.
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